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The Western Stage has a commitment to presenting diverse material that is entertaining and sometimes 

challenging. Content and themes may not be appropriate for all, as sensitivities vary by individuals. While TWS 

does not determine suitability, we offer the following inventory of content that some may consider adult in nature 

and of stage effects that may be of concern for patron health. Please keep in mind, that the words listed, taken out 

of context, may seem more offensive than they would in the context of the play.  
 
 

Cry Baby 
Book by Mark O’Donnell & Thomas Meehan; music and lyrics by  

David Javerbaum & Adam Schlesinger (Based on the Universal Pictures film 

written and directed by John Waters) 
 

Synopsis: It’s 1954. Everyone likes Ike, nobody likes communism, and Wade "Cry-Baby" Walker is the coolest 

boy in Baltimore. He's a bad boy with a good cause – truth, justice, and the pursuit of rock and roll. Cry-Baby 

and the square rich girl, Allison, are star-crossed lovers at the center of this world. Fueled by hormones and the 

new rhythms of rock and roll, she turns her back on her squeaky clean boyfriend, Baldwin, to become a "drape" 

(a Baltimore juvenile delinquent) and Cry-Baby's moll. At the other end of the topsy-turvy moral meritocracy of 

1954 America, Baldwin is the king of the squares and leads his close-harmony pals against the juvenile 

delinquents. It's Romeo and Juliet meets High School Hellcats. 
 

Special Effects: TBA – please check back as technical elements are determined and finalized. 

 

Language: 

• “Raise some hell” 

• “Ass” 

• “Let him go, you damn Nazis!” 

• “I did kick a cop in the nuts” 

• “…have you by the genitalia” 

• “Requestin’ a molestin’” 

• “Shit” 

 

Violence: 

• “Stop following me…I was hopin’ you’d take a hint when I ran you over last night” 

• “I shot up my crib with a BB gun” 

• “One day the Oscar Meyer man tried to cop a feel/I climbed up and stabbed him in his wiener mobile” 

• A character displays “Cry Baby” carved into her arm 

• A character dislays a switchblade 

• A character gets punched 
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• A character kicks another in the crotch 

• A character is hit over the head with a chair 

• A group of characters brawl 

 

Sex: 

• “And that’s how I got preggers” 

• “I’m sixteen, single, and pregnant!” 

• “Go let the nurse inseminate – immaculate – inoculate you this minute!” 

• Characters kiss; male touches female’s breast 

• “Girl, can I kiss you with tongue?” 

• “He can go under my shirt, over my bra” 

 

Drugs/Alcohol: 

• “We’ll take another break for a smoke and a swig” 

• “Drinkin’, smokin’… and bustin’ out of Juvie” 

• Characters light cigarettes and share flasks 

• A character spits tobacco 

 
 

  

 


